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Summer Leigh: The Past Is Never Far

NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT
BARGAIN FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS,
FAIRS, AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY
$35.00. JOIN UP ON THE WEB AT
WWW.PHSC.CA - PAYPAL ACCEPTED

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC at info@phsc.ca

Programming Schedule:
January 21, 2015
- Summer Leigh: The Past is Never Far
Toronto from About the Mouth of the Don River [ca.1793 & 2014]. Watercolour painting
by Elizabeth Simcoe courtesy of the Toronto Reference Library

Summer Leigh is the artist behind “The Past is Never Far,” a photographic
series that explores the extraordinary changes Toronto has experienced since
its founding in the 18th century. Summer held her first camera at the age of
4 and has been an avid photographer since. She graduated with a Bachelor
of Fine Arts from Ryerson University in Toronto,
where she currently lives. The inspiration for her
series came from Elizabeth Simcoe’s paintings.
In experiencing Toronto's wildness through
Simcoe's work, she sought out the locations and
re-documented them 220 years later. In revisiting
the sites, she noticed little nuances of the past
which caused a deeper appreciation for the
spaces we occupy everyday. Those little hints
of the past, like the muddiness still at Fort York,
helped her realize the past is never far.
Meeting in the Gold Room (basement) of the
North York Central Library at 5120 Yonge
Street. Handy TTC Subway stop and plenty of
underground parking.

Summer Leigh / photo by Riley
Snelling

Bring Your Friends - Free - Open to the public!
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February 18, 2015
- Another great program!

Offer your suggestions and
fresh ideas for programs at
info@phsc.ca.
DON’T MISS ANY OF THE
10 INTERESTING PROGRAMS
FOR THIS YEAR

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH
35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT

www.phsc.ca
email:

info@phsc.ca

Robert A. Carter – Webmaster
David Bridge - Editor

Toronto Notes

Reported by Robert Carter

Our Usual Fascinating December Meeting Potpourri
We got off to a slightly late start to a friendly and satisfying night. Christmas
cake and a Christmas log added to the attraction of the regular cookies and
coffee. Mark brought his Christmas tree down from snowy Orillia while Clint
quickly set up what became a very good silent auction. The auction added
some $162 to our funds. Thanks to all who made a donation for the auction.
As chief organizer and coordinator, Clint quickly got down to business and
after a few announcements we had our first speaker.
Ed Warner offered some insights on making macro lights from old flash
guns and small strips of LED lights easily attainable from Sayal using inexpensive
batteries from Manny Bettencourt, one of our regular fair exhibitors. Ed
explained that the homemade lights took some junk box parts plus very basic
soldering skills. By using an old Cokin holder and an LED equipped lens ring,
the lights can be quickly dropped in place over a lens. Homemade vs, store
bought lights saved Ed many dollars, causing many in the audience to consider
learning to solder!

Ed Warner & Light

Dr Norman Ball was next in line. Professor Ball introduced himself as an
historian of technology and engineering. Norman showed a two volume
catalogue of massive tools and machines made in Southern Ontario by John
Bertram and Sons. Unique in this massive late 1800s catalogue are its
illustrations. Each massive machine is depicted by carefully lit and photographed
large size sepia toned albumen prints shining in their glossy glory.
The history of the Dundas, Ontario company is covered by various archives
and libraries such as the library at Western University (the article covers
Bertram’s history to 1967 - about two decades before its demise). While Dr.
Ball’s catalogue covers only metal tools, the company also manufactured
many huge wood working tools. Norman mentioned that he acquired the two
volume set back in the mid 1970s at an antique sale. Unfortunately the seller
knew the value of the volumes as well, causing some damage to his wallet.
Dr. Norman Ball

PHOTOS BY ROBERT LANSDALE and ROBERT CARTER

Felix Russo & Drone

Manuel Nunes and Daguerreotype

Felix Russo took over from Dr Ball and offered a Christmas gift of his latest
issue of PhotoEd (winter 2014) to all attendees. He reviewed the contents of
this issue, emphasizing the money to be saved by building a light table to
photograph glass objects or a translucent cone to evenly illuminate metal items.
A feature article in the magazine reviews all you need to know about flying
cameras. Felix brought a small version of a drone to demonstrate for us. The
drones run from under a hundred dollars to thousands. Felix noted the battery
life is often short so it’s best to order spares. The more expensive drones have
a GPS that returns the drone home if the battery is low or control is lost. Felix
cautioned that the small hobby drones are meant for indoor use only. “Whether
you are flying indoors or out, fly your drone with caution and respect all the
laws”, he said.
Manuel Nunes picked up the microphone from Felix and related his
investigation of the famous daguerreotype street scene of a man getting a shoe
shine - or is he? Manuel explained that he visited a small Ontario community
this month (he thought the daguerreotype was taken in December) at a location
on the same latitude as Paris France so he could compare shadows and time
of day. Using the knee angle and another daguerreotype taken on the same day
but without any person, Manuel offered his opinion on whether the subject was
indeed a person getting shoe-shine or a pump or something else.
He passed around a number of 4x6 inch prints of image enlargements to
demonstrate his investigations. This daguerreotype is one of three used to
advertise M Daguerre’s process to Bavarian Royalty. It is said to have been
taken at spring-time in the morning.
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..continues

Toronto Notes - continued
Robert Lansdale picked up the daguerreotype/French theme with
feedback on his trip to Paris last year with the Daguerreotype Society
(he is their official photographer). He included a beautiful example of a
small daguerreotype taken by a listed Paris photographer. Since the
meeting was outside America, the society had skipped its traditional
trade show. An old acquaintance of Mr Lansdale’s, Ian Patterson, now
living in France opted to sell some of his images to society members
including the delicate framed image obtained by Mr Lansdale. Bob also
displayed a second framed image of less certain provenance bought at
one of the PHSC events this year. It appeared to be a European
Ambrotype nestled in an ornate frame rather than the type of case more
commonly used in North America.

Robert Lansdale & Framed
Ambrotype

Mark Singer took over the microphone next and showed his recently
acquired ALEF 9.5mm movie projector. He bought this machine at the
spring fair in 2014. These projectors often use a white metal fly wheel.
Over time the white metal absorbs moisture and swells slightly. Most
projectors enclose the fly wheel with no room for this expansion. On the
other hand the model Mark showed to us uses an exposed fly wheel
making this design useable even after the flywheel expands. Once Mark
connects a suitable transformer, he expects to have a working projector
as promised to the Hockey Hall of Fame. The Hall has one 9.5 mm film
it has never seen due to a lack of a suitable projector.

Bob Wilson took over next and offered a brief history of single-use
cameras, beginning his talk with the one shot stereo cameras of
the1990s. These cameras could be returned after use for development
and printing. Lenticular prints were returned making each print easily
viewed in 3D without any special techniques or glasses.
He next displayed a beautiful Kodak #2 camera from the Kantymir
collection. This camera, with its string set shutter, was returned to
Kodak for processing the exposed film. The camera was returned to the
owner with a fresh roll plus a set of 3.5 inch diameter round prints. Bob
suggested the original #1, which is very rare, started the idea of singleuse cameras returned to the maker for processing. The #1, first marketed
in 1888, took 2.5 inch dia. round photographs.
Bob finished with the Hollywood camera. This cardboard camera
had a pull up viewfinder. After exposure, you slipped the correct amount
into a special slot on the camera and mailed the camera (with your
address) to the maker for development and processing. The maker
would send back prints in the mail.

..continues
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Mark Singer and 9.5 mm

Clint Hryhorijiw
PHOTOS BY ROBERT LANSDALE and ROBERT CARTER

Clint was up next. He presented a recently acquired photograph of
the 1907 Blyth baseball team. The photo is a multi medallion composite
(theme of the PHSC and Campbell House at the 2015 CONTACT) with
an unusual twist. The photographer, T. Baxter McArter also appears as
a medallion in the composite! McArtur was active at the time and was
preceded in photography by his father, W. J. McArter. When the big
picture was first displayed tonight, Clint asked us to guess why he was
interested. The audience first suggested the gold toned frame was real
gold,then someone correctly suggested the photographer seemed to
also appear in one of the individually signed medallions, each of which
was signed by a player.

Bob Wilson

Toronto Notes - continued
Les Jones casually tossed a good sized potato in the air a few times
to emphasize his topic - the wonderful Autochromes devised by the
Lumiere Brothers in France. This turn of the last century colour process
uses dyed potato starch and carbon dust to create an additive colour
filter on a traditional monochrome plate. The result is quite dark to view.
Today examples are often of a more pastel colour rendering. Les
circulated his samples, offering a bright halogen light to better see the
slides after his talk. He noted that few exist today because people tended
to leave the dark slides in the projector too long cracking the unevenly
heated glass. The slides could also be viewed reflected in a mirror through
a custom made Diascope as Les demonstrated to the audience.

Lorne Shields was our last speaker of the evening. He is a well-known
collector of antique bicycles and 19th century cycling photographica.
Tonight to the delight of the audience, Lorne showed three rare CDV
images of exceptionally rare cycles. For better visibility Lorne held up an
enlarged computer printout of each CDV as he explained the unique
mechanical aspects of each cycle. The first CDV, dating from 1868, and
taken in Bezier France shows the first high wheel bicycle ever produced
by Louis Rives. The second CDV is an 1869 shot by an American of a
tricycle made in Fremont Ohio with a very rare and unusual drive
mechanism. The final CDV is one taken in 1881 in England of a highwheeler with hand levers and drive rods that operated simultaneously by
both the pedals and levers mounted on the handlebars. The bicycle was
identified and dated by locating the original Giroux patents found after
having spent many evenings searching within the patent books of the era.
Lorne wrapped things up explaining the mechanism in the third CDV was
the hardest to identify.

Les Jones without potato

Otto Rath and Kilfitt tele

Lorne Shields

The silent auction and the
traditional gift exchange wrapped up
the evening. Special thanks to Ed
Warner who graciously agreed to
video each speaker allowing me to
tag team with Mark Singer and do the
write-up this time.
The happy gift-exchange group
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Silent auction inspection

PHOTOS BY ROBERT LANSDALE and ROBERT CARTER

Otto Rath discussed post war German cameras and tele lenses. Less
familiar and without a rangefinder is the Robot camera. It uses a medium
wide angle lens (about 40mm) and a smaller 24 x24 mm format on 35mm
film. Unique to the Robot is its built-in spring-wound motorized drive. The
Robot, made in Munich, is the creation of Heinz Kilfitt, who went on to
make long focus lenses and special adapters for many cameras including
Leica and Contax.
In the US the lenses were popular with Arriflex cinematographers. All
Kilfitt lenses had a standard mount that took an adaptor (and the Kilaflex
mirror box) to fit miniature cameras such as the Leica. Kilfitt lenses were
often used to illustrate magazine articles as they were designed to be
used wide open or stopped down just a single stop. Otto showed us his
300mm f/5.6 Tele-Kilar lens. An f/4 version has a double spiral and can
be used as an excellent macro lens.
The other German maker of adaptors, lenses and bellows was
Novoflex. Most Novoflex lenses were short mount versions intended for
use with a bellows and mirror box in the days when SLR cameras were
rare.

Longtime PHSC Member Harry Joy's
Photographs featured in Market Gallery
Exhibit
Toronto's Market Gallery is mounting an exhibit
titled, "Toronto Observed Through Three
Generations" which features images by our longtime member Harry Joy, as well as photos by
Doug Hemmy and Andy Brooks. We're thrilled to
see 97-year-old Harry's works displayed, and hope
you can make it down to the Market Gallery. The
show runs from January 24th to May 9th, 2015.
There is an opening reception on Saturday,
January 24, 2015, 1:00 to 3:00 PM - please RSVP
to marketgallery@toronto.ca if you intend to
attend.
The Market Gallery
South St. Lawrence
Market
95 Front Street East
Toronto, ON M5E
1C2
416-392-7604
marketgallery@
toronto.ca

Gallery Hours
Tuesday – Friday: 10
am – 4 pm
Saturday: 9 am – 4
pm
Closed Sunday and
Monday
www.toronto.ca/
marketgallery

Harry Joy is featured in our latest issue of Photographic Canadiana
(above) -available only with your PHSC membership

PHSC Member Bob Wilson's book on
Benjamin Baltzly reviewed in Stereo
World Magazine

The PHSC Press

The November/December issue of the National Stereographic Asscociation's magazine Stereo World
has devoted two pages to a summary and review
of our Bob Wilson's Secure the Shadow: the Life
of Benjamin Franklin Baltzly. To quote reviewer
John Dennis, "Like all the best research into 19th
century photographers, Secure the Shadow fills
in gaps in what had previeously been published,
and, of course, reproduces stereos in full format."
Congratulations to Bob Wilson!
Robert Wilson
This book is published by our own PHSC Press
Photo: R. Lansdale
in full colour and profusely illustrated. 75 pages,
soft cover. $45.00. Copies may be ordered via press@phsc.ca. The
book can be picked up at one of our local meetings or mailed to the
purchaser for a small extra fee.
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cents worth

Letters
to the
Editor

CONTACT
2015
UPDATE
PHSC Gains "Featured Exhibition"
Status Again This Year
Thanks to the hard work of our three Master of Information students from U of T [Kaitlin Normandin, Shelsie Tunks, and Danielle Varadi-Starer]
PHSC will once again present a CONTACT Photography Festival Featured Exhibition at historic
Campbell House. This status means lots of extra
promotion by the festival, and is an outstanding
achievement for the second year in a row!
“More Real than Reality”: Composite Photography in Canada, 1870-1930. is this years topic,
and work is already underway on the exhibits and
activity planning. Congratulations, and thanks
also to Campbell House for supporting us again
this year. Look for more information here in the
coming months.

This is the place where we would like to hear from
our readers. This newsletter goes out to approximately 1,500 addresses, so we think someone out
there must have an opinion about something we've
published or some photographic historic information they would like to share. Please let us know!
Send your thoughts to editor David Bridge at info@
phsc.ca. Here's our first correspondence from our
good friend and reader George Dunbar:
Mark Singer's report on the November lecture, "The Techniques and Material Aesthetics of
the Daguerreotype," is outstanding and a pleasure
to read (Notes on our November meeting featuring
Mike Robinson - Newsletter, Dec. 17). Both he and
Mike are to be congratulated for enduring the severe
weather on that occasion and, as a result, we we now
have this excellent record to peruse at our leisure.
Mike's detailed stories of the early discoveries
and development of the first photo process were
certainly of great interest to many of us who are unfamiliar with that early history. The descriptions of
later improvements in the process and of Mike's personal experiments were all extremely interesting.
Congratulations again to both lecturer and reporter.

Join the discussion! Ask a Question!
Check out PHSC's amazing new
facebook group:
Canadian Photographic History

Sincerely, George Dunbar

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CanadianPhotoHistory

PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA VOL 40-3
THE NEWEST
20 PAGE ISSUE IS IN
THE HANDS OF
MEMBERS - Join
PHSC and get it in your
mailbox!
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New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest
Compiled by Louise Freyburger. Texts from the respective websites.
The most important cardboard box
ever?
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-30530268

It doesn’t look very exciting - a cardboard box about 5in (13cm) tall, covered in leatherette, with a small round
opening at the front. You might have
some trouble working out what it was
for if you didn’t know. But the Brownie
might be the most important camera
ever made, writes the BBC’s Stephen
Dowling.
BBC News picked up this story by
Stephen Dowling from his blog on
photography at: http://zorkiphoto.co.
uk/

this adventure is illustrated mostly by
her Kodak photos plus the occasional
photographs by Notman of Montreal
and Messrs Boorne and May of
Calgary. In the spirit of the day, the
book has a chatty text about her travels interspersed with some plates created from the photographs. A century
later in 1994 this book was reprinted
by the U of T Press. But now the little
book is readily available for free in pdf
format through the archive.org website
at https://archive.org/details/throughcanadawit00aberrich and also from
the Toronto Public Library website.
In fact the Countess is very interesting
and also published many other books
and articles available at the online
books website of the University of
Pennsylvania. There is also a brief
biography of the Countess on
Wikipedia:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ishbel_
Hamilton-Gordon,_Marchioness_of_
Aberdeen_and_Temair

“Through Canada with a Kodak”
(1893)
PHSC member George Dunbar has
supplied this interesting link.

The Death and Life of the 13-Month
Calendar

Arr Article by Mark Byrnes, Dec 11,
2014
Favored by leaders in transportation
and logistics, the International Fixed
Calendar was a favorite of Kodak
founder George Eastman, whose company used it until 1989.
In a scalding-hot argument against the
12-month calendar, a September 1927
issue of The Outlook proclaimed, "A
month is a wholly irrational division of
time. It has no relation to anything in
astronomy, or human experience. It is
an inaccurate and varying measure of
time that is a constant annoyance in
business and a misleading unit in science. It has no religious significance.
A month is nothing but just a bad
habit."
B.C.’s Esquimalt’s photo archive
goes on-line
Esquimalt history goes public with
online photo archive

“Bear Hunt” from “Through Canada
with a Kodak”
In 1893, barely five years after George
Eastman began selling his famous
Kodak camera, W.H. White of
Edinburgh published a book called
“Through Canada with a Kodak” by
the Countess of Aberdeen, Ishbel
Gordon. The Countess Ishbel Maria
(Marjoribanks) Gordon, Marchioness
of Aberdeen and Temair (1857-1939)
embarked on a trip across the Atlantic
by ship and across the Dominion of
Canada by train. Her book recounting

Gordon, Ishbel Maria (Marjoribanks),
Marchioness of Aberdeen and Temair
(1857-1939)
Topley (firm, Ottawa)
Year/Format: 1897, Picture
Medium: Silver gelatin print, laid down
on cardboard mount.
Extent: 254 x 205 mm
Date: 1897
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This photograph of Esquimalt village
was taken from Signal Hill circa 1870.
St. Paul’s Church, which was later
moved, can be seen on the left of the
road leading to the gate of the Royal
Naval Yard.   Photograph By Esquimalt
Municipal Archives

PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THIS NEWSLETTER
Current Events

Want Ads…

The Market Gallery

Wanted

Can You Help GEH?

Mark Osterman of George Eastman
House writes:
I know this might sound absolutely
crazy coming from an institution
with about 8000 cameras in the
collection, but we are looking for a
plain old 8 x10 Century dry plate
camera and studio stand in good
condition ... and for cheap. Most
people don't know that I am not allowed to use collection artifacts for
actual use and for years I've been
hauling personal equipment from
our house to the Museum for workshops. Would love to have one here
that we can pull from the darkroom
area out to the light court at a moments notice. Donations for the
cause of photography education
are gratefully accepted.
Mark Osterman: mosterman@geh.org

TORONTO OBSERVED Through
Three Generations: Photographs
by Harry Joy, Doug Hemmy and
Andy Brooks. Includes photos
by longtime, esteemed PHSC
member Harry Joy! January 24
to May 9, 2015, The Market
Gallery, South St. Lawrence
Market, 95 Front St. East, Toronto
ON M5E 1C2, marketgallery@
toronto.ca
North York Central Library
SUMMER LEIGH: THE PAST IS
NEVER FAR Free Lecture by the
photographer at the PHSC
January
public
meeting.
Wednesday, January 21, 2015,
Meeting at 7PM, lecture at 8 PM.
Gold Room of the Memorial Hall
in the basement of the North York
Central Library, 5120 Yonge Street,
North York, Ontario.

Camerama Photo Show
Sunday, January 25, 2015
10:00 AM - 3 PM
Note Location!

Delta Toronto East

2035 Kennedy Road, Toronto,
Ontario M1T 3G2
(Kennedy Road & 401)
FREE PARKING - ADMISSION $7
Directions: www.deltahotels.com/
hotels/delta-toronto-east

Stephen Shohet needs help to
restore a rare Raylo Tricolor camera (1923) given him by the late
Mike Kessler. Our story in PC Vol
28-2 pages 10 – 11 has helped but
Shohet is searching for a junker for
parts or ANY printed media that
might gain him knowledge about
the working interior or a manual
operations. He hopes he might
examine a compete camera.
Contact Stephen at sbshohet@
gmail.com

Our friends at Graflex.org have
produced another wonderful Graflex
Historic Quarterly, the go-to document for all things Graflex, including
Speed and Crown Graphics. This
issue includes a complete "disentanglement" of the Century, Folmer &
Schwing and Kodak company stories
in the early 20th century, and an article on the 1A Autographic Graflex
(Not Kodak!). A free pdf can be
obtained at http://www.graflex.org/
GHQ/
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For Sale
Epson Stylus Pro-7800 24 in. printer with K-3 ultrachrome inks and
assorted roll papers, with stand,
original
documents,
cables,
$1000.00, not used much, good
shape and well maintained. Details
Email spike@spikebell.com or 519735-2094. Suggest pick-up from
Windsor, ON as should not be
shipped or laid on side.
Wanted

Looking for test negatives used in
the darkroom as an aid for aligning an enlarger. Any shape and
size will do. I could pay cash,
trade prints or do some matting
and framing work in exchange.
Please contact Marco Buonocore
at mbuonocore76@gmail.com Thanks!

